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with keeping clear of such modes of expression as are essentially
modern and have only modern associations, such as would jar
upon the reader's sense of fitness and destroy the time illusion.
He will aim, that is to say, at a certain archaic directness and
simplicity; but with the archaic vocabulary, which instead of
preserving the illusion only reminds us that there is an illusion
to be preserved, he will have little to do. This we may call
negative archaism. Esmond is an admirable example of it, and
the 'Dame Gossip' part of Mr Meredith's Amazing Marriage
is another. It hardly occurs to us in these books that the
language is archaic; it is appropriate, that is all. The same
may be said, on the whole, of Treasure Island, and of one or
two novels of Besant's.
Only the novelist who is not wise indulges in positive
archaism. He is actuated by the determination to have every-
thing in character at all costs. He does not know very much
about old English of any period; very few people do, and those
who know most of it would be the last to attempt to write a
narrative in it. He gives us, however, all that he knows,
without much reference to particular periods; it may not be
good ancient English, but, come what may, it shall not be good
modern. This, it need scarcely be said, is not fair play: the
recreation is all on the writer's side. Archaism is, no doubt,
very seductive to the archaist. Well done (that is, negatively
done), it looks easy; and to do it badly is perhaps even easier
than it looks. No very considerable stock-in-trade is required;
the following will do quite well: Prithee—quotha—perchance
—peradventure—i* faith—sirrah—beshrew me—look ye—
sith that—look to it—leave prating—it shall go hard but—I
tell you, but—the more part—fair cold water—to me-ward—I
am shrewdly afeared—it is like to go stiff with me—y' are—y'
have—it irks me sorely—benison—staunch—gyves—yarely—
this same villain—drink me this—you were better go; to these
may be added the indiscriminate use of 'Nay* and 'Now (by the
rood, &c.)'; free inversion; and verb terminations in -st and -th.
Our list is largely drawn from Stevenson, who, having tried

